
On October 18,  members of the Indigenous Solidarity Committee (ISC)
attended a webinar mobilization call from Gidimet'en Checkpoint working
through the group Decolonial Solidarity. Hereditary Chiefs and Sleydo’, the
spokesperson for Gidimet’en Checkpoint, outlined the chronology of
Wet’suwet’en resistance to the construction of the Coastal Gas Link pipeline
through their unceded territory and of the abuses by the RCMP and company
security. 

At this crucial moment, drilling has started under the sacred and still drinkable
headwaters of the Wedzin Kwa (Morice River). This drilling, accompanied by
blasting, is occurring just as the salmon are arriving to spawn.

The three speakers emphasized that their resistance is part of a global struggle
to save the planet from climate disaster — it is a struggle against extractive
destruction that affects us all. Their call is to non-Indigenous as well as
Indigenous peoples, to trade unionists, faith-based activists and
environmentalists. 

The focus of this mobilization is the RBC bank — the chief financial player in the
construction of the Coastal Gas Link pipeline. Demonstrations and actions
against RBC will start on November 5. The demand: withdraw funding from the
CGL project.  The strategy of cross-Canada mobilizing is to increase pressure on
the federal government as well.  They need to respect the UN’s Declaration of
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) and uphold its requirements for
free, prior and informed consent.

November 5 is the first of future actions.
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John Horgan and the Province of British Columbia must come to the table
with the Hereditary Chiefs, and negotiate as agreed.

RCMP must be immediately removed from the Yintah - negotiations can’t be
had while looking down the barrel of a gun. 

Royal Bank of Canada (RBC), Chasebank, Citibank and the consortium of
banks providing project-critical financing must defund CGL. 

Contractors working on the ground must immediately stop their work. 

Gidimt’en Checkpoint is calling upon allies to hold decision makers to account,
and use people power to stop the drilling.  They are calling allies for support in
making the following demands clear:  

For further reading:  The Narwhal, "Coastal Gas Link pushes its pipeline under a
Wet'suwet'n rivers while salmon are spawning"  

https://thenarwhal.ca/coastal-gaslink-spawning-salmon


